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Descripti n

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention is directed to individually packaged
sanitary napkins and more particularly to individually

packaged sanitary napkins having a cleansing wipe
packaged therewith.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVFNTIQN

Sanitary napkins used to collect vaginal discharges

are well known in the art. Individually packaged sanitary

napkins are also known.

Individually packaged sanitary napkins are dis-

closed in U.S. Patent 3,035,578 issued to Elmore on
May 22, 1962; U.S. Patent 3.604,423 issued September
14, 1971 to Fraser, US. Patent 3,973,567 issued to

Srinivasan, et al. on August 10, 1976; U.S. Patent

4,556.146 issued December 3. 1985, to Swanson et al.

International Publication WO 89/02728 published April

6, 1989 in the name of Froidh et al.; US. Patent

4,917,675 issued to Taylor, et al. on April 17, 1990;

European Patent Application Publication No. 0357000
A1 published in the name of Umesh Gaur on March 7,

1990; and in U.S. Patent 5,088,993 issued to Gaur on
February 18, 1992.

Discarding used sanitary napkins enveloped in the

packaging is taught in the art. For example, Interna-

tional Publication WO 89/02729 published April 6, 1989
in the name of Pigneul and U.S. Patent 4,608,047
issued August 26, 1986 to Mattingly disclose two pack-
aging arrangements that can be used for this purpose.

Packaging cleansing wipes with sanitary napkins,

or absorbent articles of different types is also known in

the art. US-A-4,808,175 discloses cleaning wipes for

baby diapers which are attached to the backsheet of the

diaper. U.S. Patent 4.738,678 issued to Paulis on April

19, 1988 discloses packaging a cleansing sheet with a
disposable diaper. The above-mentioned U.S. Patent

4,91 7,675 issued to Taylor, et al. discloses, but does not

illustrate one sanitary napkin packaging arrangement.
As a result of the lack of an illustration, however, it is not

clear what type of packaging arrangement is described
in the Taylor, et al. patent.

The search for improved individual package config-

urations for sanitary napkins has, therefore, continued.

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to pro-

vide an individually packaged sanitary napkin. It is fur-

ther an object of this invention to provide individually

packaged sanitary napkin with packaging that protects

the exposed adhesive on the napkin prior to the first use
by the wearer. It is also an object of this invention to pro-

vide an individually packaged sanitary napkin having a
cleansing wipe packaged therewith. It is also an object

of this invention to provide an individually packaged
sanitary napkin having packaging which may be used
for disposal of a used product. Finally, it is an object of

this invention to provide improved closure mechanisms
for maintaining the package in a closed configuration for

disposal.

5 BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to packaged sanitary

napkins according to claim 1

.

TTie present invention comprises an individually

10 packaged sanitary napkin having two longitudinal and
two end edges. The sanitary napkin has a liquid pervi-

ous topsheet, a liquid impervious backsheet having

opposed inwardly and outwardly oriented faces joined

to the topsheet, an adhesive patch on the outwardly ori-

15 errted face of the backsheet and an absorbent core

positioned between the topsheet and the backsheet.

The individually packaged sanitary napkin com-
prises a releasable wrapper reieasabiy affixed to the

adhesive patch on the outwardly oriented face of said

20 backsheet. The wrapper is folded about at least two
transverse axes to define a package body and a pack-

age flap. The releasable wrapper is provided with a flap

or pouch at one end. The flap has sides that are sealed.

At least one of the sides is sealed with an openable
25 seal. The individually packaged sanitary napkin has a

liquid-containing cleansing wipe associated therewith.

In the above embodiment, the cleansing wipe may be
positioned inside the flap. The flap or pouch may also be
used in the disposal of a used sanitary napkin. The san-

30 itary napkin wrapper can be provided with a tape tab for

securing the wrapper around the sanitary napkin prior to

use and/or for disposal of a used sanitary napkin.

In other embodiments, the cleansing wipe is placed
in a separate receptacle that is associated with the

35 releasable wrapper that forms the sanitary napkin pack-
age. In a variation of this embodiment, the receptacle

can be large enough to cover the adhesive patch and
serve as a release paper for the adhesive patch. In

other embodiments, the cleansing wipe may be lami-

40 nated between the releasable wrapper and a film. In still

other embodiments, the sanitary napkin may be pro-

vided with a release paper strip, folded, and placed in a
package having a package body and a package flap. In

this latter embodiment, the cleansing wipe can be
45 placed in a pouch located on the package or in a sepa-

rate receptacle associated with the package.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

so While the specification concludes with claims par-

ticularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the present

invention, it is believed the invention will be better

understood from the following description taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings.

55 Figure 1 is a top plan view of a flapped sanitary

napkin and releasable wrapper, according to the

present invention but without the cleansing wipe, and
showing a different adhesive configuration at each lon-

2



3 EPO 637 950 B1 4

gitudinal edge of the releasable wrapper.

Figure 2 is a vertical sectional view taken along

lines 2-2 of Figure 1

.

Figure 3 is a perspective view of a wrapper and a

sanitary napkin in a partially trifotded configuration.

Figure 4 is the sanitary napkin and wrapper accord-

ing to Figure 2 shown in a fully tr'rfolded configuration.

Figure 4A is a side view of a preferred adhesive tab

construction.

Figures 4B-4G are side views of some alternatively

preferred adhesive tabs.

Figures 1 0-1 2 are perspective views of the sanitary

napkin similar to Figure 3 which show possible locations

for a flap feature, containing a cleansing wipe, on the

releasable wrapper.

Figures 12A and B are profile schematic sectional

views which show additional possible locatings for a flap

containing a cleansing wipe.

Figure 13 is a simplified perspective view of a par-

ticularly preferred releasable wrapper for packaging a

cleansing wipe.

Figures 13A-E are plan views showing the folding of

a variation of the embodiment shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13F is a side view of the folded package

shown in Figure 13D.

Figures 14 and 15 are profile schematic sectional

views which show alternative placements for an individ-

ually packaged wipe.

Figure 16 is a sectional view similar to Figs. 14 and

15 which shows an alternative sanitary napkin wrapper

having a cleansing wipe adjacent a face of the wrapper.

Figures 17 and 18 are a disassembled perspective

view and a cross-section view of another sanitary nap-

kin wrapper for packaging a cleansing wipe.

Figure 19 is a perspective view of a package for a

sanitary napkin that has a flap located thereon in which

a cleansing wipe may be placed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to an individually

packaged, absorbent article, such as a sanitary napkin,

and more particularly to an individually packaged sani-

tary napkin having a cleansing wipe packaged therewith

as defined in the independent claim with preferred

embodiments as defined in the dependent claims.

Figure 1 shows in conjunction with one form of

package a sanitary napkin designated 20. The sanitary

napkin 20 is used to collect vaginal discharges, such as

menses, and to prevent soiling of the wearer's clothing

by such discharges. The sanitary napkin 20 has a body-

facing side or face 20a and an opposed garment-facing

side or face 20b. The sanitary napkin 20 features a liq-

uid pervious topsheet 22, a liquid impervious backsheet

24, and an absorbent core 26 intermediate the topsheet

22 and the backsheet 24. The perimeter of the sanitary

napkin 20 is defined by the two longitudinal side mar-

gins (or "side edges'") 30 and two lateral side margins

(or "end edges" or "ends") 32.

If desired, the sanitary napkin 20 may further com-

prise at least one flap 28 extending from a longitudinal

side margin 30 of the sanitary napkin 20, and preferably

s two symmetrically opposite flaps 28, one extending

from each longitudinal side margin 30 of the sanitary

napkin 20.

The sanitary napkin 20 is superimposed on a

releasable wrapper (or "release paper wrap") 34. (The

10 releasable wrapper need not be paper, however.) The

releasable wrapper 34 underlays and is releasabiy

affixed to the outwardly oriented face of the backsheet

24. As used herein, "releasabiy affixed" refers to the

condition of two or more components which may be

15 attached and separated without destruction of or undue

distortion to either component. In the embodiment

shown, the releasable wrapper 34 is slightly larger than

the sanitary napkin 20 as it is defined by the longitudinal

and lateral side margins 30 and 32.

20 Associated with the sanitary napkin 20 and each

flap 28 is a means 40 for attaching the sanitary napkin

20 to the undergarment of a wearer. Particularly, the

central portion of the sanitary napkin 20 laterally inter-

mediate the flaps 28 has adhesive 40a associated with

25 the portion of the sanitary napkin 20 which contacts the

undergarment of the wearer. Each flap 28 may also

have its own adhesive patch 40b associated with the

face of the flap 28 which contacts the undergarment of

the wearer. Preferably such adhes'rves 40a and 40b are

30 joined to the outwardly oriented face of the backsheet

24.

The releasable wrapper 34 contacts the adhesive

40a of the central portion of the backsheet 24, and if

desired, the adhesive 40b of the flaps 28, to prevent

35 contamination of such adhesive 40 prior to first use by

the wearer. Also, the releasable wrapper 34 prevents

the exposed adhesive 40a from sticking to other parts of

the sanitary napkin 20 when the napkin is inwardly tri-

fotded.

40 Examining the components of the sanitary napkin

20 in more detail with continuing reference to Figure 1

,

the sanitary napkin 20 has a generally centered longitu-

dinal centerline 36. As used herein the term "longitudi-

nal" refers to an imaginary line, axis or direction of the

45 sanitary napkin 20, which line, axis or direction is typi-

cally centered between the side margins of the napkin

and is generally aligned with the vertical plane which

bisects a standing wearer into left and right body halves.

The terms "lateral" or "transverse" refer to an imaginary

so line, axis or direction generally orthogonal to the longitu-

dinal direction and within the plane of the sanitary nap-

kin 20, which is generally sideways aligned relative to

the wearer.

The topsheet 22 is the component of the garment

55 which is oriented towards and contacts the body of the

wearer and receives bodily discharges. The topsheet 22

is liquid pervious and should be flexible and nonirritating

to the skin. As used herein the term "flexible" refers to

3
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materials which are compliant and readily conform to
the shape of the body or respond by easily deforming in
the presence of external forces. Preferably the topsheet
22 is not noisy, to provide discretion for the wearer. The
topsheet 22 should be sanitary, clean in appearance
and somewhat opaque to hide the bodily discharges
collected in and absorbed by the core 26.

The topsheet 22 should further exhibit good strike-

through and rewet characteristics, permitting bodily dis-
charges to rapidly penetrate the topsheet 22 to the core
26, but not flow back through the topsheet 22 to the skin
of the wearer. Suitable topsheets 22 may be made from
nonwoven materials and perforated polyolefinic films.

The topsheet 22 has a plurality of apertures to per-
mit liquids deposited thereon to pass through to the core
26. Such apertures may, but need not, be present in the
flaps 28. An apertured polyolefinic film topsheet 22 hav-
ing about 5 to about 60 percent open area, typically
about 25 percent open area, and a thickness of about
0.01 to about 0.05 millimeters prior to aperturing and
about 0.46 to about 0.51 millimeters after aperturing is

suitable.

If desired, the topsheet 22 may be treated with a
surfactant to enhance fluid penetration to the core 26.
The surfactant is typically nonionic and should be nonir-
ritating to the skin. Suitable methods for treating the top-
sheet with a surfactant are described in U.S. Patent
4,950,264 and 5,009,653 issued to Osborn. A suitable
surfactant is sold by the Glyco Chemical, Inc. of Green-
wich, Connecticut as Pegosperse 200 ML

A particularly suitable topsheet 22 may be made in

accordance with U.S. Patent 4,342,314 issued August
3, 1982 to Radel et al. and U.S. Patent 4,463,045 issued
July 31 , 1 984 to Ahr et al. , A topsheet 22 made of model
X-3265 or model P1552 apertured formed film sold by
the Tredegar Film Products, formerly known as Ethyl
Corporation, Visqueen Division, of Terre Haute, Indiana
has been found to work well.

The backsheet 24 may be any flexible, liquid imper-
vious or liquid resistant material, such as a polyolefinic
film. The backsheet 24 prevents discharges collected by
and contained in the sanitary napkin 20. particularly dis-
charges absorbed by the core 26. from escaping the
sanitary napkin 20 and soiling the clothing and bedding
of the wearer. Preferably the backsheet 24 is not noisy,
to provide discretion for the wearer.

The backsheet 24 may also be impervious to malo-
dorous gases generated by absorbed bodily dis-
charges, so that the malodors do not escape and
become noticed by the wearer. A low density polyethyl-
ene backsheet 24 about 0.01 to about 0.05 millimeters
in thickness, preferably about 0.02 millimeters in thick-
ness, has been found to work well. A polyethylene film,

such as is sold by Tredegar Film Products under model
XP-39385 has been found particularly well suited for i

this invention.

Further, the backsheet 24 may be made of a soft
clothlike material which is hydrophobic relative to the

topsheet 22, e.g., a polyester or polyolefinic ffoer back-
sheet 24 works well. A particularly preferred soft, cloth-
like backsheet 24 material is a laminate of a polyester
nonwoven material lamina and an uniaxially elastically

s extensible elastomeric film such as described in U.S.
Patent 4.476,180 issued to Wnuk.

In one preferred embodiment, the backsheet 24 is

slightly larger than the topsheet 22 and the absorbent
core 26. In such an embodiment, the topsheet 22 and

10 intermediate absorbent core 26 may be peripherally cir-

cumscribed by the backsheet 24 which has a radial

margin of about 0.5 centimeters to about 1.5 centime-
ters, preferably about 1 .0 centimeter, from the side mar-
gin of the topsheet 22. This geometry provides a

is marginal area of protection should the core 26 become
overloaded or the sanitary napkin 20 otherwise fail. In

such an embodiment the backsheet 24 and flaps 28 are
preferably unitary and coextensive.

The backsheet 24 and the topsheet 22 are prefer-

20 entially peripherally joined using known techniques,
either entirely, so that the entire perimeter of the sani-
tary napkin 20 is circumscribed by such joining, or are
partially peripherally joined. Any arrangement that pro-
vides for a unitary assembly and capture of the core 26

25 intermediate the topsheet 22 and backsheet 24 is suita-
ble. Such an assembly has two mutually opposed major
faces, one defined by the topsheet 22 and one defined
by the backsheet 24.

The outwardly oriented face of the backsheet 24
30 preferably further comprises means 40 for attaching the

sanitary napkin 20 to the undergarment of the wearer.
Pressure sensitive adhesive 40a has been found to
work well. Preferably a strip 40a of longitudinally ori-

ented adhesive provides good protection against either
35 the front or the back of the sanitary napkin 20 being

detached from the wearer's undergarment. The strip

40a may be continuous or intermittent. A particularly

preferred arrangement utilizes two longitudinally ori-

ented strips 40a, one on each side of the longitudinal
40 centerline 36.

The absorbent core 26 is the means for collecting
and containing bodily discharges, particularly menses,
deposited thereon or which otherwise traverse through
the liquid permeable topsheet 22. The core 26 is the

45 component of the sanitary napkin 20 which receives
and retains the bodily discharges. The core 26 is con-
formable and nonirritating to the skin, and preferably rel-

atively thin. The core 26 may be rectangular, hourglass
shaped, or any other suitable shape. The core 26 pref-

so erably has two opposed faces, one oriented towards the
backsheet 24 and one oriented towards the topsheet
22.

Suitable core 26 materials include, but are not lim-

ited to combinations of airfelt, such as cellulose wad-
55 ding, and fibrated communition pulp; layers of tissue

paper; and absorbent gelling materials. If a tissue paper
core 26 is selected, the tissue paper may be made in

accordance with U.S. Patent 4,191,609 issued March 4,

4
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1980 to Trokhan, U.S. Patent 4,529,480 issued to
Trokhan on July 16, 1985, and Patent Application Publi-

cation Nos. WO 92/00414, WO 92/00415, and WO
924)0416, published January 9, 1992.

The core 26 need not have a total absorbent capac-
ity much greater than the total amount of bodily dis-

charges to be absorbed. The core 26 is preferably

narrow and thin, to be comfortable to the wearer. For the
embodiment described herein the capacity of the core
26 should be at least about 2 grams of 0.9 percent
saline solution. Suitable saline solution is sold by Trave-
nol Laboratories of Deerfield, Illinois.

If it is desired to incorporate absorbent gelling

materials into the core 26 of the sanitary napkin 20,
absorbent gelling materials made in accordance with

U.S. Patent Re. 32,649 issued April 19, 1988 to Brandt
et al. are suitable. A suitable core 26 comprises a lami-

nate of absorbent gelling materials and tissue may be
purchased from the Grain Processing Corporation of

Muscatine, Iowa under Model Number L535.

The core 26 should be sized to register with the top-

sheet 22 and backsheet 24. The core 26 is preferably

interposed between the topsheet 22 and backsheet 24
to prevent the absorbent material of the core 26 from
shredding or becoming detached while the sanitary
napkin 20 is worn and to ensure proper containment of
bodily discharges. This arrangement also provides for a
unitary assembly.

The core 26 is preferentially joined to the topsheet
22, and may be joined to the backsheet 24. The term
"joined- refers to the condition where a first member or
component is affixed, or connected, to a second mem-
ber or component either directly; or indirectly, where the
first member or component is affixed, or connected, to
an intermediate member or component which in turn is

affixed, or connected, to the second member or compo-
nent. The joined relationship between the first member,
or component, and the second member, or component,
is intended to remain for the life of the sanitary napkin
20.

Joining may be accomplished by any suitable

method, such as adhesively bonding the core 26 to the
topsheet 22 or the backsheet 24. The adhesive (not
shown) may be applied in any suitable spray pattern,

such as a spiral, or in longitudinally oriented beads. The
adhesive should be surfactant resistant and of low pres-
sure sensitivity, so as not to stick to the skin of the
wearer.

The sanitary napkin 20 preferably has a caliper of

less than about 4 millimeters and more preferably less
than about 2 millimeters, as measured with a compara-
tor gauge having an approximately 80.0 gram test

weight and an approximately 10.0 gram comparator foot
having a diameter of about 2.54 centimeters and a con-
tact surface area of approximately 5.1 square centime-
ters. Also, the sanitary napkin 20 preferably has a
topsheet 22 surface area of at least about 100 square
centimeters to prevent discharged fluids from missing

the target area.

The sanitary napkin 20 may also comprise a flap 28
extending from a longitudinal side margin 30 of the san-
itary napkin 20. Preferably, the sanitary napkin 20 has

s one flap 28 extending from each longitudinal side mar-
gin 30 of the sanitary napkin 20. The flaps 28 have a
proximal end 44 which is typically coincident with the
juncture of attachment of the flap 28 to the longitudinal

side margin 30 of the sanitary napkin 20. Alternatively,

10 the proximal end 44 of the flap 28 may be joined to the
sanitary napkin 20 at another location, remote from but
juxtaposed with the longitudinal side margin 30.

The flaps 28 extend laterally outwardly from the
sanitary napkin 20 and terminate at a distal end 46

is which represents the portion of the flaps 28 furthest

from the longitudinal side margins 30 of the sanitary

napkin 20. The distal ends 46 of the flaps 28 are
directed away from the longitudinal centerline 36 and
central portion of the sanitary napkin 20. As used herein

20 the phrase "central portion" refers to that part of the
sanitary napkin 20 intermediate, particularly laterally

intermediate, and defined by the proximal ends 44 of
the flaps 28. The flaps 28 may be of any shape desired,

with one preferred shape being shown in Figure 1.

25 The flaps 28 may be comprised of an integral and
contiguous extension of the topsheet 22, the backsheet
24, or a laminate of both 22 and 24. Alternatively, the
flaps 28 may be made of a separate and independent
piece of material joined to the longitudinal side margins

30 30 of the sanitary napkin 20. Each flap 28 has one face
generally coextensive of the topsheet 22 and a mutually

opposed face generally coextensive of the backsheet
24. A face of the flap 28 is considered to be coextensive
of the topsheet 22 or the backsheet 24 if a line having a

35 lateral component can be drawn from the topsheet 22 or
the backsheet 24, respectively, which does not cross a
portion of the side margins 30 or 32 at the perimeter of

the sanitary napkin 20, unless such portion of the side

margins 30 or 32 is generally longitudinally adjacent the
40 proximal end 44 of the flap 28.

The flaps 28 preferably have a means 40 for attach-

ing one face of the flap 28 to the wearer's undergarment
or to the other flap 28. The attachment means 40 may
be a mechanical fastener or, preferably, pressure sensi-

45 tive adhesive 40b. If pressure sensitive adhesive 40b is

selected, it should be disposed on the face of the flap 28
generally coextensive of the backsheet 24 so that when
the flaps 28 are wrapped around the crotch portion of

the wearer's undergarment, the adhesive 40b will face
so the outside of the wearer's undergarment. A generally

rectangular patch of adhesive 40b on each flap 28,

about 25 millimeters x 20 millimeters in size, works well.

Suitable pressure sensitive adhesive 40 is sold by the

Anchor Continental, Inc., 3 Sigma Division of Coving-
55 ton, Ohio as 0.02 millimeter pass with Century Adhesive

A305-4.

For packaging, the flaps 28 are folded over the top-

sheet 22 so that the flaps 28 are in the topsheet facing

5
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relationship of Figure 2. The flaps 28 are considered to
be in a topsheet facing relationship if a line generally

perpendicular to the plane of the sanitary napkin 20
drawn outwardly from the topsheet 22 intercepts either

face of the flap 28. The flaps 28 are preferably folded
about the proximal edge 44 so that maximum coverage
of the topsheet 22 is obtained. This arrangement pro-

vides a larger area of the topsheet 22 covered by the
flaps 28, particularly the area of the topsheet 22 which
is generally registered with the wearer's vagina, so that

a sanitary and clean appearance of this portion of the
topsheet 22 is promoted. It is not necessary that the
flaps 28 be folded about the proximal ends 44, that the
flaps 28 be in contacting relationship with the topsheet
22, or that no other folds occur between the distal and
proximal ends 44 and 46 of the flaps 28. It is only nec-
essary that the flaps 28 face towards the topsheet 22
and discourage outside contamination from readily soil-

ing the portion of the topsheet 22 covered by the flaps
28.

Folding the flaps 28 exposes the patch 40b of adhe-
sive on the face of the flaps 28 generally coextensive of
the backsheet 24. To prevent contamination and block-
ing of this adhesive patch 40b, each flap 28 may be cov-
ered with a separate and dedicated piece of release
liner.

It will be apparent to one skilled in the art, however,
that the flaps 28 may be folded over the backsheet 24
or, convolutely folded so that one flap 28 overlays the
topsheet 22 and the other flap 28 overlays the back-
sheet 24. All such embodiments are within the scope of
the claimed invention.

The releasable wrapper 34 has a perimeter defined
by longitudinal edges 34c and lateral edges 34d. Prefer-
ably, the lateral edges of the releasable wrapper 34 are
juxtaposed with the respective lateral side margins 32 of
the sanitary napkin 20. This arrangement provides a
releasable wrapper 34 having sufficient longitudinal

extent to conceal and to protect the sanitary napkin 20
in the later described folded configurations.

The wrapper 34 has opposed faces. One face is an
inwardly oriented face 34a. The inwardly oriented face
of the wrapper 34 is oriented towards the adhesive 40
and the outwardly oriented face of the backsheet 24.
The other face 34b is an outwardly oriented face. It is

opposed to the inwardly oriented face and oriented
away from the sanitary napkin 20.

Preferably, the inwardly oriented face is release
coated, to facilitate easy and convenient manipulation of
the releasable wrapper 34, and particularly separation
from the adhesive 40. Silicone release coatings, as are
well known in the art, have been found to work well. The
releasable wrapper 34 may be zone coated with the
release coating only in the areas of the adhesive 40a
and 40b, or may be entirely release coated throughout
the inwardly oriented face as desired.

The releasable wrapper 34 may be made of films,

kraft paper, calendered paper, or other materials as ar

well known in the art without departure from the scope
of the claimed invention. One suitable releasable wrap-
per 34 is made of machine glazed or machine finished
paper having a basis weight of about 40.7 x 10'3 Wlo-

s grams per square meter (25 pounds per 3,000 square
feet). The inwardly oriented face of the wrapper may be
coated with a release coating such as silicone. Suitable
release coated wrapper materials are marketed by
Akrosil of Menasha, Wisconsin as Silox 4FVO and Silox

w C1S.

The releasable wrapper 34 may be made of one or
more sheets of material The wrapper 34 may, for

instance, comprise a two component arrangement com-
prising the wrapper 34 as described herein that is com-

is bined with a conventional release strip that covers the
adhesive 40a attached to the inwardly oriented face of
the wrapper 34. Preferably, however, the releasable
wrapper 34 comprises a single sheet that both covers
the adhesive 40a and serves as a package for the sani-

20 tary napkin 20.

The illustrated arrangement provides the advan-
tage that one entire major face, particularly the face
associated with the backsheet 24, is protected by the
releasable wrapper 34. The longitudinal side margins

25 30 of the sanitary napkin 20 are likewise protected.
Additionally a portion of the topsheet 22 is protected by
the releasable wrapper 34. Further, in this arrangement
no significant portion of the releasable wrapper 34
extends laterally outboard of the sanitary napkin 20,

30 obviating the. need for a bulky package, or a region of
the releasable wrapper 34 to be dedicated for sealing of
the package.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the sanitary napkin 20
and releasable wrapper 34 is folded about two spaced-

35 apart laterally oriented fold lines. As used herein, the
phrase "spaced-apart laterally oriented fold lines" refers

to longitudinally offset lines, generally parallel the lateral

direction, and about which the sanitary napkin 20 and
releasable wrapper 34 are commonly folded.

M Folding the sanitary napkin 20 about the spaced-
apart laterally oriented fold lines produces a folded
arrangement defining three trisections 51 and 52, a cen-
tral trisection 51 intermediate and bounded by two out-

board trisections 52. The outboard trisections 52 may
45 be more specifically described as an inner-outboard tri-

section 52a and an outer-outboard trisection 52b, or
more simply as the first and third trisections. The central

trisection 51, thus, comprises the second trisection. As
used herein, inner and outer outboard trisections 52 are

so described relative to the central trisection 51 when the
sanitary napkin 20 and releasable wrapper 34 are in the
folded arrangement of Figure 4. The inner-outboard tri-

section 52a is generally adjacent the central trisection

51 and intermediate such central trisection 51 and the
55 outer-outboard trisection 52b when folded. Conversely,

the outer-outboard trisection 52b is relatively further
from the central trisection 51 due to the interposition of

inner-outboard trisection 52a.

6
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In the folded arrangement of Figure 4, the package

defines two mutually opposed major surfaces, one

defined by the outer-outboard trisection 52b, and one

defined by the central trisection 51 . The arrangement of

Figure 4 produces a sanitary napkin 20 having an e-fold

with a releasable wrapper 34 having a corresponding e-

fold. The releasable wrapper 34 is preferably of suffi-

cient longitudinal dimension to overlie one outboard tri-

section 52 and the central trisection 51 . More preferably,

the releasable wrapper 34 is of sufficient longitudinal

dimension to overlie all three trisections 51 and 52, so

that no adhesive 40a is exposed.

The releasable wrapper 34 may further comprise a

means for maintaining the sanitary napkin 20 and

releasable wrapper 34 in the aforementioned folded

arrangement. Suitable means for maintaining the folded

arrangement include hook and loop mechanical fasten-

ers, such as are sold under the tradename Veicro; heat

and/or pressure seals; and, adhestves in the form of

tabs, or adhesive 54 juxtaposed with the longitudinal

edge of the releasable wrapper 34.

The adhesive 54 may be placed on the longitudinal

edge of the releasable wrapper which is folded over so

that it overlays and faces outwardly from the topsheet

22. In one execution, the adhesive 54 may be applied to

the outboard trisections 52 so that when the inner-out-

board trisection 52a is folded over the central trisection

51 such trisections 51 and 52a are releasably affixed to

each other and adhesive is juxtaposed with the outer-

outboard trisection 52b so that it may be releasably

affixed to the inner-outboard trisection 52a. Alterna-

tively, the adhesive 54 may be applied to the central and

outer-outboard trisections 51 and 52b.

The adhesive 54 may be applied in a continuous

strip (as shown), in an intermittent strip, or may be a sin-

gle spot. It is not critical which form the adhesive 54 is

applied, only that it have sufficient peel strength to

maintain the folded arrangement until it is desired to

conveniently open the sanitary napkin 20 and releasa-

ble wrapper 34 for the first use by the wearer.

In one variation, the adhesive 54 may further com-

prise and be disposed on a tab 55 longitudinally extend-

ing beyond the lateral edge of the outer-outboard

trisection 52b. The adhesive 54 of the tab 55 longitudi-

nally beyond such lateral edge is affixed to the exposed

face of the inner-outboard trisection 52a.

Figure 4A shows one particularly preferred embod-

iment of an adhesive tab. The adhesive tab arrange-

ment is referred to as a "tape sandwich". The tape

sandwich comprises an adhesive tab 55 that is provided

with a complementary landing member 57. The tab 55

and landing member 57 form a fastening system, such

as adhesive fastening system 59. The fastening system

59 may be used to initially secure the package at the

time of manufacture and maintain the package in a

secured condition until it is opened by the consumer.

The adhesive tab 55 may also be used to securely

reclose the wrapper 34 and the used sanitary napkin 20

for disposal. For reclosing the package for disposal, it is

preferable that the adhesive tab 55 be secured to a por-

tion of the wrapper 34 that does not include a landing

member.

5 The adhesive tab arrangement shown in Figure 4A

permits more aggressive adhesives to be used to attach

the tape 55 to the wrapper 34 than are possible without

such a construction. The tab arrangement shown in Fig-

ure 4A can also be applied during manufacture to the

10 package formed by the releasable wrapper 34 contem-

poraneously with its complementary landing member

57. Other advantages are described in greater detail

below.

Trie component parts of the fastening system 59

is include the tab 55. which preferably comprises a piece

of tape. The tab or tape 55 comprises a first portion 61

and a second portion 63. The first and second portions

61 and 63 (and the subcomponents of these sections)

can be arranged in several different manners. For

20 instance, they can be separate components attached to

the tab 55, etc. Preferably, however, the first and second

portions 61 and 63 are contiguous segments of the tab

55.

The first portion 61 of the tape 55 is preferably per-

25 manerrtly attached to a first surface during manufacture

of the article(s) to which the tape sandwich is attached.

The first portion 61 , as a result, may also be referred to

as a "manufacturer's end". In the embodiment shown in

Figure 4, the first surface 34' is a portion of wrapper 34

30 near the lateral (or end) edge of the third trisection 52b.

The second portion 63 of the tape 55 extends out-

ward beyond the end of the first surface 34*. The second

portion 63 serves at least two main purposes. The sec-

ond portion 63 forms a releasable bond with the landing

35 member 57 located on a second surface 34". The sec-

ond portion 63 is also grasped by the consumer when it

is desired to open and dose the package. (That is, when

the consumer desires to unfasten and refasten the two

surfaces). The second portion 63, as a result, may also

40 be referred to as a "tab portion", "user's portion", or

"user's end".

Trie discussion of the fastening system 59 shown in

Figure 4A will employ the following convention for

describing the respective surfaces or sides of its com-

45 ponents. When the tab 55 is secured to close the pack-

age, the side of the components facing the package will

be referred to as the "inner", "inside" (or inwardly-facing)

surface. These will be designated by the reference

number of the component together with the letter "a".

so The other side of the components will be referred to as

the "outer", "outside" (or outwardly-facing) surface.

These will be designated by the reference number of the

component together with the letter V. The ends of the

components will be referred to by the reference number

55 of the component together with the letters "c" and "d".

With this in mind, the components of the fastening sys-

tem 59 will now be looked at in greater detail.

The first portion 61 of tape 55 has a relatively

7
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strong (or aggressive) adhesive, first adhesive, 65 per-

manently bonded to its inside surface 61a. The first

adhesive 65 is used to permanently attach the first por-

tion 61 to the portion of the wrapper 34 near the lateral

(or end) edge of the third trisection 52b. The term "per-

manently attach", as used herein, typically refers to a

connection that cannot be unattached without at least

partially destroying one of the attached components.

TTie second portion 63 of the tape 55 in the embod-

iment shown in Figure 4A, comprises a number of sec-

tions. Some of these sections are optional. These

include an optional first section or "spacer" (or "spacing

section") 63' which has no adhesive on its inside surface

63'a. The spacer 63' provides an adhesive-less length

of tape so the tape 55 will not stick to any portion of the

wrapper 34 that is not covered by landing member 57

material. The spacer 63', thus, eliminates the possibility

of unintentionally creating a permanent seal between

the tape 55 and a second surface 34", such as the first

trisection 52a of the wrapper 34.

The second portion 63 of the tape 55 further com-

prises a second section or fastening member 63". The

fastening member 63" is the portion of the tape 55

which is releasabiy attached to the landing member 57.

The fastening member 63" has an adhesive, second

adhesive 67, permanently bonded to its inside surface

63"a. The fastening member 63" may, thus, be referred

to as the "adhesive containing section". The second

adhesive 67 is a relatively aggressive adhesive.

The second adhesive 67 is a more aggressive

adhesive than could ordinarily be used to form a releas-

able bond between the tape 55 and the second surface

34" if the landing member 57 was not present. The sec-

ond adhesive 67 can be sufficiently aggressive that it

would form a permanent bond with the second surface

34", in the absence of the landing member 57. The

upper limit on the strength of the second adhesive 67 is

primarily determined by the release characteristics of

the landing member 57. Preferably, for ease of manufac-

ture, the second adhesive 67 is the same type adhesive

used for the first adhesive 65.

The aggressive adhesives used as the second

adhesive 67 preferably require relatively high peel

forces as measured according to ASTM Std. D 3330M

for Peel Adhesion of Pressure Sensitive Tape at 180

Degree Angle. For example, suitable aggressive adhe-

sives for creating permanent bonds to plastic films typi-

cally require forces greater than about 20 to 25 oz. for

separation. By way of comparison, adhesives that were

typically used previously to create a releasable bond

(i.e., without the tape sandwich) could be separated by

forces less than about 10 to 20 oz. The ranges provided

above are by way of example only. It is understood that

the ranges applicable for a particular material are highly

dependent on the substrate.

Suitable aggressive adhesives are manufactured

by M & C Specialties Company of Southhampton, PA as

product numbers 445 and 794, which are listed as being

30 oz. and 50 oz. adhesives, respectively.

The third section comprises a "tab end" at one end

of the tape 55. The second portion 63 is, therefore,

arranged so that the second section or fastening mem-
5 ber 63" is between the first section or spacer and the tab

end or third section 63'". When the optional tab end 63'*

is in the configuration shown in Figure 4A, it preferably

has no adhesive on its inside surface. The tab end 63"'

of the tape 55 extends further outward from the lateral

io end of the releasable wrapper 34 and can be used by

the consumer to peel the tape 55 away from the landing

member 57.

The landing member 57 is any suitable element to

which the fastening member 63" (on the tape 55) can be

is releasabiy attached by such aggressive adhesives. The

landing member 57 can comprise any material with

which such a releasable bond can be formed. Suitable

materials include, but are not limited to tape, paper, film,

and the like. These materials may be, and preferably

20 are, release treated as described below. The landing

member 57 has a surface area which is preferably at

least as large as that of the second adhesive.

The landing member 57 shown in Figure 4A com-

prises a tape, or landing tape. The landing member 57

25 has its own aggressive adhesive, such as third adhesive

69, on its inside surface 57a. The third adhesive 69 is

used for permanently affixing the landing member 57 to

a second surface 34", such as the exposed face of the

first trisection 52a.

30 The outside surface 57b of the landing member is

preferably treated with a material to make that surface

releasable when contacted by the relatively aggressive

adhesive on the second section 63" of the tape 55. The

outside surface 57b can be treated by coating it with a

35 "release material" 71 . For instance, the outside surface

can be coated with silicon, lacquers, or it can be treated

in any manner known in the art for providing a releasa-

ble surface.

The tape sandwich with its complementary landing

40 member 57 is thus, able to permit more aggressive

adhesives to be used to attach the tape 55 to the wrap-

per 34. If the landing member 57 were not used, such

more aggressive adhesives might tear the wrapper 34

upon opening the sealed package, particularly if a

45 paper wrapper 34 is used. The tape sandwich arrange-

ment is also advantageous because due to the use of

the complementary landing member 57 it is not neces-

sary to tailor the strength of the second adhesive 67 to

the properties of the wrapper material. Previously, man-

so ufacturers had to attempt to find the narrow range of

adhesive strengths that could be used for the wrapper

34 material which was both strong enough to seal the

package but not so strong that it would destroy the

package or the resealabilrty upon opening. This

55 required a compromise since this narrow range required

the use of adhesives that were too weak to reliably form

an adequate bond particularly for reclosing the package

for disposal by the consumer. The fastening system of

8
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the present invention is not dependent on the character-

istics of the wrapper, or other substrate. Thus, the same

fastening system can be used to releasably attach the

tape 55 to numerous different types of substrate sur-

faces regardless of their material strength and composi-

tion.

Figure 4B is an alternative embodiment of the

adhesive tab arrangement shown in Figure 4A. In this

embodiment, the tab end 63'" is adhesively coated and

then folded over on itself and secured to form a folded

end tab 72. The folded end tab 72 is easier for the user

to grip. The tab in Figure 4B has a second adhesive 67

that extends to the end 55d of the tape 55. The second

adhesive 67 need not extend all the way to the end,

however The second adhesive 67 only needs to extend

far enough that the tab 55 can be folded over and

secured to itself.

Figure 4C shows an embodiment in which the sur-

face area of the landing tape 57 is larger than that of the

second adhesive 67. This embodiment provides some
room for error in aligning the second adhesive 67 and

the landing member 57 during manufacture. It also pro-

vides room for error in aligning these two elements if the

tape 55 and the landing member 57 are not contempo-

raneously affixed to the package during manufacture.

Figure 4C also illustrates an embodiment in which the

area covered by the third adhesive 69 is less than the

surface area of the landing member 57. It is thus, not

necessary that the third adhesive 69 cover the entire

inside surface 57a of the landing member 57.

Figure 4D shows an alternative embodiment in

which the landing tape 57 is not used. In Figure 4D, the

landing tape 57 is eliminated and the second surface

34" is coated with a release material 71. Suitable

release materials include any of those described previ-

ously such as silicon coatings (e.g., Sitox), lacquers,

etc. The second surface 34" is coated over the same

area where the landing tape 57 could have been

located. The coated second surface 34", thus, provides

a landing surface" 73.

Figure 4E shows a variation of the embodiment of

Figure 4C. Figure 4E shows a landing member 57 with

a surface area that is much larger than the surface area

of the second adhesive 67. More specifically, the land-

ing member 57 is of such a size that it ties at least par-

tially under the first surface 34'. In this case, the landing

member 57 lies at least partially under the "flap" on the

package formed by the wrapper 34. The advantage of

this embodiment is that it eliminates the need for the

first section or spacer 63'. This simplifies the construc-

tion of the tape 55. In lieu of providing a gap between

the first and second adhesives, the first adhesive 65 can

be applied over the entire inside surface 55a of the tape

55.

Figure 4F shows an alternative embodiment that

does not use a separate tape 55. Figure 4F shows a

wrapper 34 that has an adhesiv 75 on the inside sur-

face of its third trisection 52b. Like the adhesives in

many of th embodiments described herein, the adhe-

sive 75 could be applied in a patch, a strip, a single

bead, etc. Preferably in this embodiment, it is a single

bead. A landing member 57 or landing surface 73 is pro-

5 vided beneath the adhesive. In this embodiment, the

wrapper material 34 serves the function of the tape 55.

This embodiment provides the advantage of allowing an

aggressive adhesive to be used without the need for a

separate tape 55.

10 Figure 4G shows an alternative embodiment in

which the tape 55 is eliminated. The second surface 34"

has a landing member 57 affixed to it. The landing

member 57 comprises a piece of two-sided or double-

sided adhesive tape. The inside surface 57a of the dou-

15 ble-sided tape is coated with an aggressive permanent

adhesive 69. The aggressive adhesive 69 is used to

permanently affix the double-sided tape to the second

surface 34". The outside surface 57b of the tape 57 is

coated with a release material 71. The outside surface

20 57b is then also coated with an aggressive adhesive 75.

The aggressive adhesive 75 transfers to the first surface

34" and permanently affixes itself to the first surface 34'

when the tape sandwich is brought in contact with the

first surface 34. The aggressive adhesive detaches from

25 the double-sided landing tape 57. The coated outside

surface 57b of the landing tape 57, thus, provides a

releasable fastening surface for securing the aggressive

adhesive 75 on the inside surface of the first surface 34'

to the landing tape 57.

30 There are numerous other variations of the embod-

iments shown in Figures 4A-4G. For instance, there

could be more than one tab. In other variations, the rela-

tionship between the various tape and adhesive compo-

nents of the fastening system could be rearranged in a

35 number of different ways. In other variations, alternative

types of fastening devices known in the art could be

used in these various combinations instead of adhe-

sives. For instance, the landing member 57 and the fas-

tening member 63 could comprise high static vinyl as is

40 described in U.S. Patent 4,979,61 3 issued to McLaugh-

lin, et al. on December 25, 1990.

The tab construction described herein could also

be used on other types of packages. For instance, any

of the embodiments described herein could be used on

45 a package similar to that described in the McLaughlin

patent and a sanitary napkin with a conventional

release paper could be folded and inserted into such a

package.

The tab construction could also be used on other

so articles, such as on diapers or other types of disposable

absorbent articles. Suitable diapers are described in

US. Patent Re. 26,152, issued to Duncan, et al. on Jan-

uary 31. 1967, U.S. Patent 3,860,003 issued to Buellon

January 14, 1975, U.S. Patent 4,909,803 issued to Aziz.

55 et al. on March 20. 1990. U.S. Patent 4,695,278 issued

to Lawson on September 22, 1987, and U.S. Patent

4,704,115 issued to Buell on November 3. 1987. Fas-

tening systems for absorbent articles that could either

9
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be replaced by fastening systems of the present inven-

tion, or that have certain features that could be com-

bined with the fastening system of the present invention

to yield new fastening systems are disclosed in U.S.

Patent 4,896,724 issued to Scripps on September 26,

1989, U.S. Patent 4,846,815 issued to Scripps on July

11,1 989. U. S. Patent 4,894,060 issued to Nestegard on

January 16, 1990, U.S. Patent 4,946,527 issued to Bat-

trell on August 7, 1990, U. S. Patent 3.848,594 issued to

Buell on November 19, 1974, U.S. Patent 4,662,875

issued to Hirotsu. et al. on May 5, 1987, and U.S. Patent

5,053,028 issued to Zoia, et al. on October 1 . 1991.

The releasable wrapper 34 (as shown in Figures

10-12) may also comprise a flap (or pouch) 53 to con-

tain a cleansing wipe as described below, and/or to

assist in the disposal of the sanitary napkin 20 and/or

the cleansing wipe 80. A suitable flap (or pouch) is

described in U.S. Patent 4,556,146 issued to Swanson,

etal.

The flap 53 can be used with releasable wrapper 34

embodiments that are configured to wrap the longitudi-

nal side margins of the sanitary napkin in a C-fold.

There are numerous possible locations on the

releasable wrapper 34 for a flap 53. The flap 53 can be

located on either face of the wrapper, the inwardly ori-

ented face of the wrapper 34, or the outwardly oriented

face. The flap 53 is typically located on central trisection

51 on the outwardly oriented force of the wrapper 34, or

at one of the ends of the wrapper 34. The flap 53 could,

thus, alternatively, or additionally be located at the end

of the inner-outboard trisection 52a, or at the end of the

outer-outboard trisection 52b.

Figures 10-12B show five of the possible locations

for the flap 53. These are designated 53a-53e. The flap

in Figure 10 designated 53a is located at the end of the

inner outboard trisection 52a. The flap 53a in Figure 10

is located on the outwardly oriented face of the wrapper

34. The flap in Figure 1 1 designated 53b is located on

the inwardly oriented face of the same trisection. The

flap in Figure 12 designated 53c is located on the

inwardly oriented face of the outer outboard trisection

52b. The position of the flap 53 may be chosen (as

described below) to provide more options for wrapping

the used sanitary napkin for disposal. The flap in Figure

12A designated 53d is located on the outwardly ori-

ented face of the outer-outboard trisection 52b. The flap

in Figure 12B designated 53e is located on the out-

wardly oriented face of the central trisection 51

.

The sanitary napkin 20 can be configured for dis-

posal in at least three different ways using the wrapper

34. The user can roll up the used sanitary napkin 20,

and insert it in the pouch (that is, under the flap 53). The

remainder of the releasable wrapper 34 can then be

folded, rolled, wrapped, etc. around the portion of the

pouch 53 containing the sanitary napkin 20. If the

releasable wrapper 34 is provided with a tape tab 55, in

such a case, the tape tab 55 can be used to secure the

releasable wrapper in a folded or rolled up configura-

tion.

Alternatively, the sanitary napkin can be folded or

rolled up and placed on the end of the releasable wrap-

per 34 opposite the end containing the flap. The sani-

5 tary napkin can then be rolled up in the wrapper 34. The

flap 53 can then be pulled over the rolled up portion of

the releasable wrapper 34 to secure the package in a

rolled up configuration.

Alternatively, rf in the previous alternative the flap

10 53 is on the opposite side of the releasable wrapper that

the sanitary napkin is placed on and rolled up in, the flap

53 can be turned inside out and pulled over the rolled up

sanitary napkin 20 to secure the package.

The alternative location for the flap designated 53b

is is an especially preferred embodiment for use in dispos-

ing a used sanitary napkin because it allows the sani-

tary napkin 20 to be configured for disposal in all three

alternative ways. The other two alternative locations for

the flap 53 are not as suitable if the user chooses the

20 alternative of placing the sanitary napkin under the flap

53 and desires to roll up the sanitary napkin 20 and fas-

ten the rolled up sanitary napkin in a rolled up configu-

ration with the adhesive tab 55.

The sanitary napkin 20 of the present invention is

25 packaged with a cleansing wipe 80.

The cleansing wipe 80 is a hygenic wipe that may

be used by the wearer to clean menses and/or other

body exudates from her body.

The cleaning of menses is particularly important

30 because when menses leaves the wearer's body, it

tends to smear over the pudendal region of the wearer's

body and be retained on the wearer's skin and pubic

hair. Furthermore, the menses often dries on the skin

and in the pubic hair. This makes later cleansing dtffi-

35 cult.

The inclusion of a cleansing wipe with the individual

sanitary napkin provides several advantages. The wipe

provides for physical cleansing. This increases physical

comfort as well as psychological comfort by providing a

40 feeling of cleanliness. The wipe may also be used to

reduce soiling of the wearer's panties. One mechanism

that causes panty soiling is the transfer of menses from

soiled body surfaces to the wearer's panties. In addition,

the use of the wipe may also provide a reduction in the

45 odor associated with menstruation.

The cleansing wipe 80 is preferably a wet wipe (that

is. liquid-containing) that is provided with an aqueous-

based solution. The wipe 80 is preferably comprised of

a nonwoven fabric impregnated with an aqueous clean-

so ing mixture. The nonwoven fabric may be comprised of

synthetic ftoers or natural fibers (such as cellulose). The

wipe 80 can, for instance, be made of a nonwoven

material similar to toilet tissue or facial tissue. Less pre-

ferred embodiments might include dry wipes or wipes

55 containing non-aqueous cleaning solutions such as

mineral oils, and the emollient described in U.S. Patent

4,481,243 issued to Allen on November 6, 1984.

The cleaning mixture may include surfactants, alco-

10
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hols, perfumes, antimicrobial agents, and pH buffers.

The wipe 80 may also contain substances such as sili-

cones that tend to inhibit menses from adhering to the

wearer's skin and pubic hair. The cleaning mixture may
also contain skin conditioning substances similar to

those used in hand lotions, or any other substances

known in the art for inclusion in cleansing wipes.

The cleansing wipe 80 is preferably both capable of

being flushed in a toilet (i.e., it is "flushable"), and disin-

tegrates sufficiently when flushed in a toilet and when

being transported in the sewer system so it does not

plug any element of a sewer system. In preferred

embodiments, any wrapping material associated with

the wipe is also flushable and disintegrates. Wrapping

materials that meet such criteria include, but are not lim-

ited to silicone-treated polyvinyl alcohol films, or films

coated with a polyvinyl alcohol, tissue coated or impreg-

nated with polyvinyl alcohol, or similar or other water

soluble materials. One material that may be suitable for

use as both a cleansing wipe, and as a wrapping for the

same is the hydro-entangled fabric described in U.S.

Patent 4,755,421 issued to Manning, et al. on July 5,

1988.

The size of the cleansing wipe 80 can vary. The

cleansing wipe 80 is preferably greater than or equal to

about 4 square inches (about 25 square centimeters),

and more preferably, is greater than or equal to about 9

square inches (about 50 square centimeters) in size.

Preferably, the cleansing wipe 80 is less than or equal to

about 225 square inches (about 1,450 square centime-

ters) in size. Even more preferably, the cleansing wipe

80 is between about 16 square inches (about 100

square centimeters) and about 50 square inches (about

320 square centimeters) in size. Most preferably, the

wipe 80 is about 35 square inches (about 225 square

centimeters) in size.

The drawing figures show several non-limiting alter-

native ways of packaging the cleansing wipe 80 with the

releasabie wrapper 34.

Figures 10-13 show an individually packaged wipe

80 that is included within the flap 53 of the releasabie

wrapper 34 and sealed. Figures 10-12B show that the

wipe 80 can be packaged in flaps 53 located on various

different portions of the releasabie wrapper 34. The

embodiments shown in Figures 10, 12A, and 12B may

be preferred in cases in which it is desirable to remove

the cleansing wipe 80 with minimal disruption of the por-

tion of the package containing the sanitary napkin 20.

Figure 1 3 shows a particularly preferred releasabie

wrapper 34 for use in packaging the cleansing wipe 80.

Figure 13 shows that the releasabie wrapper 34 extends

beyond (at least) one end edge 32a of the sanitary nap-

kin. In addition, the longitudinal edges 34c of the releas-

abie wrapper 34 extend beyond the longitudinal side

margins 30 of the sanitary napkin 20. The longitudinal

edges 34c of the releasabie wrapper are preferably not

folded inward toward the sanitary napkin 20 in this

embodiment, but in other embodiments they may be

folded inward.

The flap 53 of the wrapper 34 shown in Figure 13

has a preferred configuration. The folded wipe 80 is

preferably placed on top of the releasabie wrapper 34

5 as shown before the flap 53 is formed, for ease of man-

ufacture.

The flap 53 may be formed by folding the end of the

releasabie wrapper 34 that extends beyond the end

edge 32a of the sanitary napkin over the adjacent sec-

io tion of the releasabie wrapper 34 to sandwich the wipe

80 therebetween. The releasabie wrapper 34 is prefera-

bly folded so that, after folding, the folded section that

forms the flap 53 covers the wipe 80 but does not cover

the sanitary napkin. The flap 53, thus, still extends

is beyond the end edge 32a of the sanitary napkin 20.

In other alternative embodiments, the flap 53 may

be a separate piece of material that is attached to the

releasabie wrapper 34. The same applies to any of the

embodiments described herein which have flaps.

20 Figure 1 3 shows that the folding closes one side 82

of flap or pouch 53 formed on the releasabie wrapper

34. The mouth 84 of the flap 53 is then sealed with a

releasabie (or "openable") seal 90. The side edges 86

and 88 of the flap 53 are sealed with a liquid impermea-

25 ble seal along dotted lines a and b. This sealing, thus,

forms a four-sided sealed pouch for the cleansing wipe

80.

The releasabie wrapper 34 containing the cleans-

ing wipe 80 and sanitary napkin 20 are then preferably

30 folded about transverse axes 1, 2, and 3. The folded

package may be frangibly sealed outboard of the liquid

impermeable sealing line (c and d) along dotted lines c

and d in accordance with the teachings of U.S. Patent

4,556,146, issued to Swanson, et al. The folded pack-

35 age may then be retained in its folded configuration with

tape 55.

The seals around all sides of the pouch 53 must be

sufficient to prevent substantial evaporation of the aque-

ous solution from the time the product is manufactured

40 to the time it is used by the consumer. Any number of

sealing mechanisms may be used, including, but not

limited to heat and/or pressure seals, ultrasonic seals,

glue seals, and zippered track sealing systems such as

Dow Company's "zip Iocs". In addition, the pouch 53

45 may be lined with foil, or some other suitable material to

further reduce evaporation.

The mouth 84 of the pouch 53 preferably has a con-

vex shape with respect to the folded end 82 of the pouch

when seen in plan view. This is particulary useful in pro-

so viding for ease of opening the pouch 53. particularly

when the pouch 53 is formed of extremely thin and flex-

ible materials and the seal follows the shape of the

mouth 84 of the pouch for the reasons described below.

In other embodiments, the pouch 53 and its mouth 84

55 may be of any other suitable shape.

The pouch 53 must include a releasabie seal for

unsealing (or opening) the pouch 53 in order to remove

the wipe 80. The releasabie seal 90 may be at the

11
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mouth 84 of the pouch 53. or at some other portion of

the pouch 53. The releasable seal 90 may comprise any

suitable type of releasable seal, including, but not lim-

ited to releasable adhesives, releasable heat and/or

pressure seals, perforations, rupture seals, tear seals.

The shape of the seal 90 may also be important,

particularly if a releasable adhesive seal is used. Having

a rounded adhesive for the releasable seal is highly pre-

ferred. The "rounded** releasable seal 90 preferably fol-

lows the plan view shape of the mouth 84 of the pouch

53. (That is, both have a convex configuration.) The

rounded releasable seal 90 has the advantage that

peeling forces applied to open the pouch 53 need only

be initially exerted on a portion of the total area covered

by the releasable adhesive. The releasable adhesive

configuration provides the strength of a linear seal, but

ease of opening so there will be less chance of tearing

the pouch material.

The releasable seal 90 can be in other shapes that

will provided a benefit similar to that of a rounded seal.

Any seal shape that is configured so that portions (or

segments) of the adhesive adjacent the openable edge

of the pouch are closer to the openable edge than the

remaining portions or segments of the adhesive will

work. Seals meeting this criteria will also provide an

easier opening pouch by permitting gradual peeling. An

example of such a seal is the V-shaped seal shown in

Figure 13A. The V-shaped seal shown in Figure 13A

has a centerline that coincides with the longitudinal cen-

terline36.

The pouch 53 may also have a mechanism for

assisting the user in opening the pouch 53, such as the

tab 92 shown in Figures 10-13.

As noted above, the tape 55 may be used to retain

the package in its folded configuration. In alternative

embodiments, the tape 55 may not be used for holding

the package initially, and may be preserved only for fold-

ing or rolling up and retaining the napkin and releasable

wrapper 34 when disposing of a used sanitary napkin.

There are a non-limiting number of ways to pre-

serve the tape 55 for use in sealing the package for use

in disposal of a used sanitary napkin. In the following

embodiments, the tape 55 is not used to seal the pack-

age prior to use of the sanitary napkin 20.

In one alternative embodiment, the exposed adhe-

sive on the tape 55 can be covered with a release paper.

The release paper can be removed, and the tape 55 can

be used for disposal.

In another alternative embodiment, when the sani-

tary napkin is packaged, the exposed adhesive-contain-

ing section of tape 55 may be coated with a suitable

release coating and folded over on itself in a manner

similar to that used on diaper tapes. The tape 55 can

than be unfolded and adhered to the package for dis-

posal.

In another alternative embodiment, the tape 55 can

be a removable tape. The removable tape can be fas-

tened to the releasable wrapper 34 in such a manner

that it does not retain the sanitary napkin in its folded

configuration prior to use. For instance, the tape 55 can

simply be disposed n a release coated portion of the

releasable wrapper 34. The sanitary napkin can be

5 placed in the wrapper 34 and the wrapper containing

the sanitary napkin can then be folded or rolled into a

package configured for disposal. The removable tape

55 can then be removed from the package and used to

secure the package in its disposal configuration.

w The releasable wrapper 34 shown in Figure 1 3 can

be provided with an optional perforation line at the place

designated e. This will allow the user to tear off the

pouch 53 containing the cleansing wipe 80. The user

can then carry the pouch 53 as a separate package. In

is other embodiments, any other suitable means for

releasably affixing the pouch 53 to the remainer of the

releasable wrapper can be used instead of a perforation

line.

Figures 13A-E show a method of folding a variation

20 of the embodiment shown in Figure 13.

The sanitary napkin 20 shown in these figures has

side flaps 28 extending from each longitudinal side mar-

gin 30 of the sanitary napkin 20. The flaps 28 are folded

over the topsheet 22 in a topsheet-facing relationship.

25 The pressure sensitive adhesive patches 40b on the

flaps 28 are bridged by a single unitary release strip 35.

Figures 13A-C show that after the pouch 53 is

formed with the cleansing wipe 80 inside, the releasable

wrapper 34 is folded about the axes designated 1, 2,

so and 3 similarly to the embodiment shown in Figure 13.

The folding can be accomplished in any suitable way,

such as by the use of folding boards f and g shown in

Figures 13Band 13C.

The embodiment shown in Figures 13A-F differs,

35 however, in that the end 34d of the releasable wrapper

34 (i.e., a second end) which is opposite the end con-

taining the pouch 53 (i.e., the first end) also extends

beyond an end edge of the sanitary napkin. This second

end 34d of the releasable wrapper 34 extends beyond

40 end edge 32b of the sanitary napkin 20. More specifi-

cally, second end 34d of the releasable wrapper extends

far enough beyond the end edge 32b of the sanitary

napkin 20 that it can be folded about a fourth fold axis,

4. This end 34d of the releasable wrapper can be

45 wrapped from one side of the folded package 34e and

fastened to the other side 34f.

The second end 34d of the releasable wrapper 34

can be fastened down by frangible sealing lines along

the longitudinal edges 34c of the releasable wrapper

so package. In addition, as shown in Figures 13D and 1 3E,

the releasable wrapper package can be provided with a

tape 55. Figure 13D shows an embodiment in which the

tape 55 is preserved for use in securing the wrapper

when disposing of a used sanitary napkin. Figure 13E

55 shows an embodiment in which the tape 55 is used in

addition to the frangible seats to secure the second end

34d of the releasable wrapper 34 to the package. Figure

13F is a sectional view of the package shown in Figure

12
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13D.

The variation shown in Figures 13A-F is advanta-

geous because it provides additional protection for

keeping the sanitary napkin 20 free from soiling prior to

use. The folding of the second end 34d of the wrapper

around the wrapper package closes off the package.

This construction prevents pencils, pens, and other

objects in the user's purse from marking and soiling the

sanitary napkin 20.

The variation shown in Figures 13A-F is also partic-

ularly advantageous when used with thick sanitary nap-

kins. Thick sanitary napkins tend to unfold after they

have been wrapped. The wrapping of the second end

34d of the wrapper around the wrapper package

reduces the tendency for thick sanitary napkins to

unfold.

Many other variations of the versions of the pack-

age shown in Figures 13A-F are possible. In other ver-

sions of the package shown in Figures 13A-F. the pouch

53 could be on some other portion of the package. In

still other versions, the wipe 80 could be in a separate

receptacle. For instance, in this latter case, the releasa-

bie wrapper 34 could be cut along the axis designated

1 , and the wrapper 34 could have a separate receptacle

attached to it after the wrapper is in its folded configura-

tion. Alternatively, such a wrapper could be used simply

to wrap the sanitary napkin by serving the advantages

discussed above without a receptacle and a cleansing

wipe.

In the embodiments shown in Figures 14 and 15,

rather than being inserted in a flap or pouch 53 provided

on the releasable wrapper 34, the wipe 80 may be

folded and sealed in a separate pouch, wrapping mate-

rial, or other receptacle associated with the releasable

wrapper 34.

Figures 14 and 15 show an individually packaged

wipe 80 that is in a separate receptacle 94. The wipe 80

may be placed in a receptacle positioned on the exterior

of the releasable wrapper 34 or the interior of the releas-

able wrapper 34. The receptacle containing the wipe 80

may cover the entire length of the releasable wrapper

34 or just part of the length of the releasable wrapper 34

depending on the size of the wipe 80, and manner of

folding the wipe.

The receptacle 94 shown in Figure 14 lays on the

surface of the sanitary napkin before the sanitary napkin

is folded over. The receptacle 94 shown in Figure 15 is

preferably releasably attached to the outside surface of

the releasable wrapper 34 by any known means such as

releasable adhesives, mechanical fasteners, and the

like.

Figure 16 shows an embodiment in which the wipe

80 is laminated between the releasable wrapper 34 and

a covering, such as a film 96.

The wipe 80 shown in Figure 16 is preferably posi-

tioned between the releasable wrapper 34 and the cov-

ering before the wrapper 34 and sanitary napkin 20 are

folded. In this embodiment, the longitudinal and end

edges of the film 96 and th wrapper 34 extend beyond

those of the wipe 80 to form a peripheral area 98. The

wrapper 34 and film 96 are sealed about this peripheral

area 98 with the wipe 80 in between. In this embodi-

s ment, (as in all the other embodiments described

herein), the film 96 or other material in which the wipe

80 is sealed should be provided with barrier properties

to keep liquids and vapors from evaporating from the

wipe 80 prior to use. This embodiment has the advan-

10 tage that the wipe 80 can be packaged with no or mini-

mal folding of the wipe.

Figures 17 and 18 show a variation of the embodi-

ment shown in Figure 16. Instead of being laminated

between the releasable wrapper 34 and a film, the wipe

is 80 is completely wrapped by the releasable wrapper 34.

The releasable wrapper 34 forms a releasable wrapper

package that both: (1) holds the wipe 80, and (2) has a

large enough surface area to cover the parity adhesive

40a.

20 The releasable wrapper 34 shown in Figures 17

and 18 has dimensions larger than the folded or

unfolded cleansing wipe 80, as the case may be. The

releasable wrapper 34 is preferably comprised of a sin-

gle sheet of liquid and vapor impervious material. Ttie

25 cleansing wipe 80 is placed adjacent one of the faces of

the unfolded releasable wrapper 34. The wipe 80 is

positioned near the center of the wrapper 34 so that the

longitudinal and end edges of the releasable wrapper

34 extend beyond the edges of the cleansing wipe 80.

30 Figure 18 shows that the longitudinal edges 34c of

the releasable wrapper 34 are then folded around the

longitudinal edges 80c of the cleansing wipe 80 in a C-

fold configuration. The longitudinal edges 34c of the

releasable wrapper 34 may meet as shown in Figure 1 8,

35 or overlap. The longitudinal edges 34c of the wrapper

34 are sealed, preferably with a releasable seal.

"me ends 34d of the folded releasable wrapper 34

material are also sealed. The ends 34d of the releasa-

ble wrapper 34 can be sealed permanently or releasa-

40 bly. Providing a releasable seal at the ends 34d provides

an alternative way of removing the cleansing wipe 80

from the wrapper package.

The releasable wrapper 34 package shown in Fig-

ures 17 and 18 preferably has one side or face that is

45 coated with a release coating. In Figures 1 7 and 1 8, this

is the side of the package designated 34a that is facing

upward toward the top of the drawing page. The side of

the releasable wrapper 34 facing upward is attached to

the adhesive strips 40a on the backsheet of the sanitary

so napkin.

In other less preferred alternatives, the other side of

the releasable wrapper package, the side designated

34b formed with the longitudinal edges 34c of the wrap-

per 34 thereon, could be coated with the release coating

55 and attached to the adhesive strips 40a.

While it is not necessary to thereafter fold the sani-

tary napkin 20 and wrapper 34 in the embodiment

shown in Figures 17 and 18, the sanitary napkin and

13
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wrapper could be bi-folded, tri-folded, or configured in

any other manner described herein.

The releasable wrapper 34 package shown in Fig-

ures 17 and 18 has the advantage that not only does it

not require folding of the cleansing wipe 80, it can also s

be removed from the sanitary napkin and carried as a

discrete package after the sanitary napkin 20 is put on

by the wearer.

Figure 19 shows another alternative embodiment

for packaging a cleansing wipe with a sanitary napkin w
20.

The package 100 shown in Figure 19 is referred to

as a "fold and wrap" package. The fold and wrap pack-

age 100 is a discrete package that has a package body

102 and a package flap 104. The sanitary napkin 20 is is

folded or rolled up and placed within the package body

102. The main difference between this embodiment,

and the other embodiments described herein is that the

fold and wrap package is not folded or rolled up with the

sanitary napkin. Therefore, it does not replace the so

release paper conventionally used to cover the adhe-

sive 40a on the garment-facing side 20b of the sanitary

napkin 20. A conventional release paper is generally

used with the sanitary napkin 20.

Another difference in the fold and wrap package lies 25

in the sealing of the longitudinal side edges of the pack-

age. Typically, a permanent seal (i.e., a non-frangible

seal) is used along the portion of the package that forms

the package body 102. This seal is designated 103. The

longitudinal edges of the package flap 1 04 may be fran- 30

gibly sealed to the package body 1 02, such as by crimp-

ing, heat and/or pressure seals, or adhesive strips 54.

The cleansing wipe 80 is placed in a pouch 53 posi-

tioned on the fold and wrap package 1 00. The pouch 53

can be positioned on either the package body 1 02 or the 35

package flap 104. The pouch 53 may be positioned in

any suitable location on the package 100. The pouch

53, thus, may be positioned in locations that are similar

to any of those specified above for the releasable wrap-

per 34. The pouch 53 should preferably have the same 40

or similar properties to those properties described

above for the pouches used on the other types of pack-

ages.

In alternative embodiments, the cleansing wipe 80

may be placed in a separate receptacle 94 similar to 45

that described herein with reference to Figures 14 and

15. Such a separate receptacle can be permanently or

removably attached to the fold and wrap package 100.

Preferably, the pouch 53 or receptacle 94 is located

on the outside surface of the flap 104 of the fold and so

wrap package 100 (as shown in Figure 19). Alterna-

tively, the pouch 53 could be located on the front 105, or

more preferably, the back 106, of the package body 102.

These locations permit the pouch 53 containing the

wipe 80 to be opened or the receptacle 94 containing ss

the wipe 80 to be removed and used without opening

the fold and wrap package. This is useful in the event

the consumer needs to use the wipe 80. but not the san-

itary napkin 20, and wishes to keep the sanitary napkin

in a clean condition until ready for use.

It will be apparent to one skilled in the art that other

variations are feasible. For example, combinations of

the foregoing embodiments are feasible, and other

means for maintaining the sanitary napkin 20 within the

folded arrangement may be utilized. Additionally, other

asymmetric arrangements may be utilized and adjust-

ments in the relative sizes of the sanitary napkin 20 and

releasable wrapper 34 may be made to accommodate

the desired package size. All such variations are within

the scope of the claimed invention.

In addition, while a preferred sanitary napkin

embodiment of the present invention has been

described, numerous other sanitary napkin embodi-

ments could be provided with the fastening system and

wrapper of the present invention. Some such sanitary

napkins are disclosed in U.S. Patent 5,346,486 entitled

"Sanitary Napkin Having Laterally Extensible Means for

Attachment to the Undergarment of the Wearer", filed

May 21 , 1991 in the name of Osborn, et al., U.S. Patents

5,009,653 and 4,950,264, issued to Osborn on April 23,

1991 and August 21, 1990, respectively, U.S. Patent

4,917,697 entitled "Sanitary Napkin Having Flaps and

Stress Relief Means" which issued to Osborn, III, et al.

on April 17, 1990. US. Patent 4,687,478, entitled

"Shaped Sanitary Napkin With Flaps", which issued to

Van Tilburg on August 18, 1987, U.S. Patent 4,589.876,

entitled "Sanitary Napkin", which issued to Van Tilburg

on May 20. 1986, and U.S. Patent 4,285,343, entitled

"Sanitary Napkin", which issued to McNair on August

25,1981.

The wipe 80 in any of the embodiments described

above may be similarly packaged with other types of

pads, such as diapers, incontinent products, panty lin-

ers, as well as tampons, and other absorbent articles.

Suitable absorbent articles in the form of pantiliners

are disclosed in U.S. Patent 4,738.676 entitled "Pan-

tiliner" issued to Osborn on April 19, 1988. Suitable

absorbent articles, at least some of which are in the

form of adult incontinence products, are described in

EP-A-565 606 and EP-A-565 630 with inventors John

R. Noel, et al. and Barry R. Feist, et al. claiming a prior-

ity of January 3, 1991.

While particular embodiments of the present inven-

tion have been illustrated and described, it would be

obvious to those skilled in the art that various other

changes and modifications can be made,

Claims

1 . An individually packaged sanitary napkin (20) com-

prising:

a sanitary napkin (20) having a body-facing

side, a garment-facing side, two longitudinal

edge (30) and two end edges (32), said sani-

tary napkin (20) comprising a liquid pervious

14
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topsheet (22), a liquid impervious backsheet

(24) joined to said topsheet (22), said back-

sheet (24) having opposed inwardly and out-

wardly oriented faces, an adhesive fastener

(40) on said outwardly oriented face of said

backsheet (24), and an absorbent core (26)

positioned between said topsheet (22) and said

backsheet (24); and

a releasable wrapper (34) releasably affixed to

the adhesive fastener (40) on the outwardly ori-

ented face of said backsheet (24) and enclos-

ing said sanitary napkin (20), said wrapper (34)

is folded with said sanitary napkin (20) about at

least two transverse axes to define a package

body and a package flap, said sanitary napkin

(20) and releasable wrapper (34) are folded

about two transverse axes which form said

wrapper (34) into first (52), second (51), and

third (52) trisections, wherein said first trisec-

tion (52) is folded over said second trisection

(51) to form said package body and said third

trisection (52) is folded over said first trisection

(52) to form said package flap

characterized in that

said individually packaged sanitary napkin (20)

further comprises a cleansing wipe (80) pack-

aged with said sanitary napkin (20) and releas-

able wrapper (34) and said releasable wrapper

(34) has a pouch (53) at one end, said pouch

(53) having sides (82, 84, 86, 88) that are

sealed, and at least one of said sides (84) is

sealed with an openable seal (90), and said

cleansing wipe (80) is positioned inside said

pouch (53) and further

characterized in that said openable seal (90)

defines an openable edge of said pouch (53),

said openable seal (90) has a center line and is

configured so that portions of said openable

seal (90) adjacent said center line are closer to

said openable edge of said pouch (53) than are

the remaining portions of said openable seal

(90).

2. The individually packaged sanitary napkin (20) of

Claim 1 wherein said releasable wrapper (34) has

an inwardly oriented face (34a) facing the outwardly

oriented face of said backsheet (24) and an

opposed outwardly oriented face (34b), and said

pouch (53) is located at one of the following loca-

tions: (a) in said first trisection on the inwardly ori-

ented face (34a) of said wrapper (34); (b) in said

first trisection on the outwardly oriented face (34b)

of said wrapper (34); (c) in said second trisection on

the outwardly oriented face (34b) of said wrapper

(34); (d) in said third trisection on the inwardly ori-

ented face (34a) of said wrapper (34); or (e) in said

third trisection on the outwardly oriented face (34b)

of said wrapper (34).

3. The individually packaged sanitary napkin (20) of

Claim 1 wherein said at least one side (84) of said

pouch (53) sealed with said openable seal (90)

comprises a pressure sensitive adhesive seal.

5

4. The individually packaged sanitary napkin (20) of

Claim 1 wherein said releasable wrapper (34) has

longitudinal edges (34c), end edges (34d), an

inwardly-oriented face facing (34a) said backsheet

10 (24), and an opposed outwardly-oriented face

(34b), and said individually packaged sanitary nap-

kin (20) further comprises a covering (53), said cov-

ering (53) having a periphery and being releasably

joined about at least a portion of its periphery to the

is outwardly-oriented side (34b) of said releasable

wrapper (34), wherein said cleansing wipe (80) is

positioned between said releasable wrapper (34)

and said covering (53).

20 5. The individually packaged sanitary napkin 20 of

Claim 1 wherein said releasable wrapper (34) has

two longitudinal (34c) and two end edges (34d),

and said cleansing wipe (80) has two opposed

sides (80a, 80b), two longitudinal edges (80c), and

25 two end edges (80d), and said longitudinal edges

(34c) of said releasable wrapper (34) are wrapped

around the longitudinal edges (80c) of said cleans-

ing wipe (80) in a C-folded configuration and over-

lap on one of the sides of said cleansing wipe (80),

30 and the end edges (34d) of said releasable wrapper

(34) extend beyond the end edges (80d) of said

cleansing wipe (80) and are sealed to form a pack-

age containing said cleansing wipe (80) that is

releasably affixed to the adhesive fastener on said

35 outwardly oriented face of said backsheet (24) of

said sanitary napkin (20).

6. The individually packaged sanitary napkin (20) of

Claim 1 wherein said sanitary napkin (20) and

40 releasable wrapper (34) each have a first end edge

(20d, 34d) and a second end edge (20d, 34d), and

said releasable wrapper (34) has portions at said

first end edge extending beyond said first end edge

of said sanitary napkin (20) when said sanitary nap-

45 kin (20) and wrapper (34) are laid out in an unfolded

configuration, and said pouch (53) is positioned on

the portions of said releasable wrapper (34) extend-

ing beyond said first end edge (20d) of said sanitary

napkin (20).

so

7. The individually packaged sanitary napkin (20) of

Claim 1 further comprising a package wherein said

sanitary napkin (20) and releasable wrapper (34)

are in a folded or rolled configuration about at least

55 one transverse axis, and said folded or rolled sani-

tary napkin (20) and wrapper (34) are placed into

said package (100). said package (100) comprising

a package body (102) and a package flap (104)

15
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which is releasably affixed to said package body

(102), wherein said sanitary napkin (20) and said

package (100) define a packaged sanitary napkin

(20), and said cleansing wipe (80) is provided in a

separate package associated with said packaged s

sanitary napkin (20).

Verpackungskftrper zu bilden, und der

genannte drrtte Dreiteilungsabschnitt (52) Ober

dem genannten ersten Dreiteilungsabschnitt

(52) gefaltet ist, um den genannten Verpak-

kungslappen zu bilden,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, da3

8. The individually packaged sanitary napkin (20) of

Claim 1 , wherein said cleansing wipe (80) is in a

package or pouch in one of the following relation- 10

ships with said releasable wrapper: (a) perma-

nently associated with said releasable wrapper

(34); (b) removably associated with said releasable

wrapper (34); or (c) in a separate package (100)

associated with said releasable wrapper (34). is

PatentansprOche

1. Eine einzeln verpackte Hygienevorlage (20), wel-

che umfaSt: 20

eine Hygienevorlage (20) mit einer dem KOrper

zugewandten Seite, einer dem KleidungsstOck

zugewandten Seite, zwei Langsrandern(30)

und zwei Stirnrandern (32), wobei die 25

genannte Hygienevorlage (20) ein flOssigkeits-

durchlassiges Deckblatt (22), ein flQssigkeits-

undurchlassiges ROckenblatt (24), welches mit

dem genannten Deckblatt (22) verbunden ist,

wobei das genannte ROckenblatt (24) gegen- 30

Oberliegende einwarts und auswarts gerichtete

Oberflachen aufweist, ein klebendes Befesti-

gungsmittel (40) an der genannten auswarts

gerichteten Oberflache des genannten ROk- 2.

kenblatts (24) und einen absorbierenden Kern 35

(26), welcher zwischen dem genannten Deck-

blatt (22) und dem genannten ROckenblatt (24)

positioniert ist, aufweist; und

eine abnehmbare Hulle (34), welche am We- 40

benden Befestigungsmittel (40) an der aus-

warts gerichteten Oberflache des genannten

RuckenWatts (24) Idsbar fixiert ist und die

genannte Hygienevorlage (20) umschlieBt,

wobei die genannte Hulle (34) mit der genann- 45

ten Hygienevorlage (20) um mindestens zwei

Querachsen gefaltet ist, um einen Verpak-

kungskflrper und einen Verpackungslappen zu

definieren,

so

wobei die genannte Hygienevorlage (20) und

die genannte abnehmbare Hulle (34) um zwei

Querachsen gefaltet sind, welche die genannte

Hulle (34) zu einem ersten (52), zweiten (51)

und dritten Dreiteilungsabschnitt (52) formen, ss

wobei der genannte erste Dreiteilungsabschnitt 3.

(52) uber dem genannten zweiten Dreiteilungs-

abschnitt (51) gefaltet ist, um den genannten

die genannte einzeln verpackte Hygienevor-

lage (20) weiters ein ReinigungstDchlein (80)

umfaBt, welches mit der genannten Hygiene-

vorlage (20) und der genannten abnehmbaren

Hulle (34) verpackt ist, und die genannte

abnehmbare Hulle (34) eine Tasche (53) an

einem Ende aufweist, wobei die genannte

Tasche (53) Seiten (82, 84. 86. 88) aufweist.

welche gesiegett sind, und mindestens eine

der genannten Seiten (84) mit einer aufmach-

baren Siegelung (90) gesiegett ist und das

genannte ReinigungstDchlein (80) im Inneren

der genannten Tasche (53) positioniert ist, und

weiters dadurch gekennzeichnet, daft die

genannte aufmachbare Siegelung (90) einen

aufmachbaren Rand der genannten Tasche

(53) definiert, wobei die genannte aufmach-

bare Siegelung (90) eine Mittellinie aufweist

und so konfiguriert ist, da(3 Abschnitte der

genannten aufmachbaren Siegelung (90)

benachbart zur genannten Mittellinie naher

zum genannten aufmachbaren Rand der

genannten Tasche (53) sind. als es die verblei-

benden Abschnitte der genannten aufmachba-

ren Siegelung (90) sind.

Die einzeln verpackte Hygienevorlage (20) nach

Anspruch 1 , bei welcher die genannte abnehmbare

Hulle (34) eine einwarts gerichtete Oberflache

(34a), welche der auswarts gerichteten Oberflache

des genannten RQckenblatts (24) zugewandt ist,

und eine gegenuberliegende auswarts gerichtete

Oberflache (34b) aufweist und die genannte

Tasche (53) an einer der folgenden Stellen ange-

ordnet ist: (a) am genannten ersten Dreiteilungsab-

schnitt an der einwarts gerichteten Oberflache

(34a) der genannten Hulle (34); (b) am genannten

ersten Dreiteilungsabschnitt an der auswarts

gerichteten Oberflache (34b) der genannten Hulle

(34); (c) am genannten zweiten Dreiteilungsab-

schnitt an der auswarts gerichteten Oberflache

(34b) der genannten HOIIe (34); (d) am genannten

dritten Dreiteilungsabschnitt an der einwarts

gerichteten Oberflache (34a) der genannten Hulle

(34); oder (e) am genannten dritten Dreiteilungsab-

schnitt an der auswarts gerichteten Oberflache

(34b) der genannten Hulle (34).

Die einzeln verpackte Hygienevorlage (20) nach

Anspruch 1 , bei welcher die genannte mindestens

eine Seite (84) der genannten Tasche (53), welche
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mit der genannten aufmachbaren Siegetung (90)

gesiegelt ist, eine druckempfindliche klebende Sie-

gelung umfa&t.

4. Die einzeln verpackte Hygienevorlage (20) nach

Anspruch 1 , bei welcher die genannte abnehmbare

Hulle (34) Langsrander (34c), Stirnrander (34d).

eine einwarts gerichtete Oberflache (34a), wetche

dem genannten Deckblatt (24) zugewandt ist, und

eine gegenuberliegende auswarts gerichtete Ober-

flache (34b) umfaBt und die genannte einzeln ver-

packte Hygienevorlage (20) weiters eine

Abdeckung (53) umfaBt, wobei die genannte

Abdeckung (53) eine Peripherie aufweist und um
mindestens einen Abschnitt ihrer Peripherie mit der

auswarts gerichteten Seite (34b) der genannten

abnehmbaren HQIIe (34) verbunden ist, wobei das

genannte Reinigungstuchlein (80) zwischen der

genannten abnehmbaren Hulle (34) und der

genannten Abdeckung (53) positioniert ist

5. Die einzeln verpackte Hygienevorlage (20) nach

Anspruch 1 , bei welcher die genannte abnehmbare

HQIIe (34) zwei Langs- (34c) und zwei Stirnrander

(34d) umfaBt, und das genannte Reinigungstuch-

lein (80) zwei gegenOberliegende Seiten (80a,

80b), zwei Langsrander (80c) und zwei Endrander

(80d) aufweist, und die genannten Langsrander

(34c) der genannten abnehmbaren Hulle (34) rund

um die Langsrander (80c) des genannten Reini-

gungstuchleins (80) in einer C-gefalteten Konfigu-

ration gehulrt sind und an einer der Seiten des

genannten Reinigungstuchleins (80) uberlappen

und die Endrander (34d) der genannten abnehm-

baren HQIIe (34) sich uber die Endrander (80d) des

genannten Reinigungstuchleins (80) hinaus

erstrecken und gesiegelt sind, um eine Verpackung

zu bilden, welche das genannte Reinigungstuchlein

(80) enthait, welches am Webenden Befestigungs-

mittel an der genannten auswarts gerichteten

Oberflache des genannten RuckenWatts (24) der

genannten Hygienevorlage (20) abnehmbar fixiert

ist.

6. Die einzeln verpackte Hygienevorlage (20) nach

Anspruch 1, bei welcher die genannte Hygienevor-

lage (20) und die genannte abnehmbare HQIIe (34)

jeweils einen ersten Endrand (20d, 34d) und einen

zweiten Endrand (20d, 34d) aufweisen und die

genannte abnehmbare Hulle (34) Abschnitte am
ersten Endrand aufweist, welche sich Qber den

genannten ersten Endrand der genannten Hygie-

nevorlage (20) hinaus erstrecken, wenn die

genannte Hygienevorlage (20) und die genannte

Hulle (34) in einer entfalteten Konfiguration aufge-

legt sind und die genannte Tasche (53) an den

Abschnitten der genannten abnehmbaren Hulle

(34) positioniert ist, welche sich uber den genann-

ten rsten Endrand (20d) der genannten Hygiene-

vorlage (20) hinaus erstrecken.

7. Die einzeln verpackte Hygienevorlage (20) nach

5 Anspruch 1, welche weiters eine Verpackung

umfaBt, bei welcher die genannte Hygienevorlage

(20) und die genannte abnehmbare HQIIe (34) in

einer um mindestens eine Querachse gefalteten

Oder gerollten Konfiguration sind, und die genannte

w gefaltete Oder gerollte Hygienevorlage (20) und

HQIIe (34) in die genannte Verpackung (100) ange-

ordnet werden. wobei die genannte Verpackung

(100) einen VerpackungskOrper (102) und einen

Verpackungslappen (104) umfaBt, welcher am
15 genannten VerpackungskOrper (102) abnehmbar

fixiert ist, wobei die genannte Hygienevorlage (20)

und die genannte Verpackung (100) eine verpackte

Hygienevorlage (20) begrenzen und das genannte

Reinigungstuchlein (80) in einer gesonderten Ver-

20 packung, welche mit der genannten verpackten

Hygienevorlage (20) verbunden ist, beigestelit ist.

8. Die einzeln verpackte Hygienevorlage (20) nach

Anspruch 1 , bei welcher das genannte Reinigungs-

25 tuchlein (80) in einer Verpackung oder in einer

Tasche in einer der folgenden Beziehungen mit der

genannten abnehmbaren HQIIe ist: (a) permanent

verbunden mit der genannten abnehmbaren Hulle

(34); (b) abnehmbar verbunden mit der genannten

30 abnehmbaren HQIIe (34); oder (c) in einer geson-

derten Verpackung (100), welche mit der genann-

ten abnehmbaren HQIIe (34) verbunden ist.

Revendlcations

35

1 . Serviette hygienique (20) conditionnee individual e-

ment comprenant

:

une serviette hygienique (20) presentant un

40 cdte faisant face au corps, un cote faisant face

au sous-vetement, deux bords longitudinaux

(30) et deux bords d'extremite (32), ladite ser-

viette hygienique (20) comprenant une feuille

de dessus (22) permeable aux liquides, une

45 feuille de fond (24) impermeable aux liquides

reunie a ladrte feuille de dessus (22), ladite

feuille de fond (24) presentant des faces oppo-

ses orientees vers I'interieur et vers I'exte-

rieur, un disposrtrf de fixation adhesrf (40) sur

so ladite face orientee vers I'exterieur de ladite

feuille de fond (24), et une ame absorbante

(26) placee errtre ladrte feuille de dessus (22)

et ladite feuille de fond (24); et

une enveloppe liberate (34) fixee de maniere

55 liberable au dispositif de fixation adhesif (40)

sur la face orientee vers I'exterieur de ladite

feuille de fond (24) et enfermant ladite serviette

hygienique (20), ladite enveloppe (34) est pliee

17
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avec ladite serviette hygienique (20) autour

d au moins deux axes transversaux afin de

definir un corps de conditionnemenl et un rabat

deconditionnement, ladite serviette hygienique

(20) et ladite enveloppe liberate (34) sont s

pliees autour de deux axes transversaux qui

torment ladite enveloppe (34) selon des pre-

miere (52), deuxieme (51) et troisieme (52) tri-

sections, ou ladite premiere trisection (52) est

pliee sur ladite deuxieme trisection (51) pour w
former I edit corps de condrtionnement, et ladite

troisieme trisection (52) est pliee sur ladite pre-

miere trisection (52) pour former ledrt rabat de

conditionnement

;

caract6ris6e en ce que 15

ladite serviette hygienique (20) conditionnee

individuellement comprend, en outre, une (in*

gette nettoyarrte (80) conditionnee avec ladite

serviette hygienique (20) et ladite enveloppe

liberable (34), et ladite enveloppe liberaWe (34) 20

comporte une poche (53) a une extremite,

ladite poche (53) presentant des cotes (82, 84,

86, 88) qui sont fermes herm6tiquement, et au

moins un desdits cdtes (84) est ferme hermeti-

quement avec une fermeture hermetique pou- 25

vant s'ouvrir (90), et ladite lingette nettoyarrte

(80) est placee a I'interieur de ladite poche

(53). et caracterisee en outre, en ce que ladite

fermeture hermetique pouvant s'ouvrir (90)

definit un bond pouvant s'ouvrir de ladite poche 30

(53). ladite fermeture hermetique pouvant

s'ouvrir (90) presente une ligne mediane et est

configuree de telle sorte que des parties de

ladite fermeture hermetique pouvant s'ouvrir

(90), adjacentes a ladite ligne mediane, sont 35

plus pres dudit bord pouvant s'ouvrir de ladite

poche (53) que le sont les parties restantes de

ladite fermeture hermetique pouvant s'ouvrir

(90).

40

Serviette hygienique (20) conditionnee individuelle-

ment selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ladite

enveloppe liberable (34) presente une face orientee

vers I'interieur (34a) faisant face a la face orientee

vers I'exterieur de ladite feuille de fond (24), et une 45

face orientee vers I'exterieur (34b) opposee, et

ladite poche (53) est sttuee en un des emplace-

ments suivants : (a) dans ladite premiere trisection,

sur la face orientee vers I'interieur (34a) de ladite

enveloppe (34) ; (b) dans ladite premiere trisection, so

sur la face orientee vers I'exterieur (34b) de ladite

enveloppe (34) ; (c) dans ladite deuxieme trisec-

tion, sur la face orientee vers I'exterieur (34b) de

ladite enveloppe (34) ; (d) dans ladite troisieme tri-

section, sur la face orientee vers I'interieur (34a) de ss

ladite enveloppe (34) ; ou (e) dans ladite troisieme

trisection, sur la face orientee vers I'exterieur (34b)

de ladite enveloppe (34).

3. Serviette hygienique (20) conditionnee individuelle-

ment selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle au

moins un cdte (84) de ladite poche (53) ferme her-

metiquement avec ladite fermeture hermetique

pouvant s'ouvrir (90) comprend une fermeture her-

metique adhesive sensible a la pression.

4. Serviette hygienique (20) conditionnee individuelle-

ment selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ladite

enveloppe liberable (34) presente des bords longi-

tudinaux (34c), des bords d'extremite (34d), une

face orientee vers I'interieur (34a) faisant face a

ladite feuille de fond (24), et une face orientee vers

I'exterieur (34b) opposee, et ladite serviette hygie-

nique (20) conditionnee individuellement com-

prend, en outre, une piece de recouvrement (53),

ladite piece de recouvrement (53) presentant une

peripherie et etant reunie de maniere liberable,

autour d'au moins une partie de sa peripherie, a la

face orientee vers I'exterieur (34b) de ladite enve-

loppe liberable (34), dans laquelle ladite lingette

nettoyante (80) est placee entre ladite enveloppe

liberable (34) et ladite piece de recouvrement (53).

5. Serviette hygienique (20) conditionnee individuelle-

ment selon la revendication 1 , dans laquelle ladite

enveloppe liberable (34) presente deux bords longi-

tudinaux (34c) et deux bords d'extremite (34d), et

ladite lingette nettoyante (80) presente deux cdtes

opposes (80a, 80b), deux bords longitudinaux

(80c), et deux bords d'extremite (80d), et lesdits

bords longitudinaux (34c) de ladite enveloppe libe-

rable (34) sont enveloppes autour des bords longi-

tudinaux (80e) de ladite lingette nettovante (80)

selon une configuration pliee en C et recouvrent un

des cdtes de ladite lingette nettoyante (80), et les

bords d'extremite (34d) de ladite enveloppe libera-

ble (34) s'etendent au dela des bords d'extremite

(80a) de ladite lingette nettoyante (80) et sont fer-

mes hermetiquement pour former un conditionne-

ment contenant ladite lingette nettovante (80) qui

est fixee de maniere liberable au dispositif de fixa-

tion adhesif sur ladite face orientee vers rexterieur

de ladite feuille de fond (24) de ladite serviette

hygienique (20).

6. Serviette hygienique (20) conditionnee individuelle-

ment selon la revendication 1 , ou ladite serviette

hygienique (20) et ladite enveloppe liberable (34)

presentent chacune un premier bord d'extremite

(20d, 34d) et un deuxieme bord dextremite (20d,

34d), et ladite enveloppe liberable (34) presente

des parties au niveau du premier bord d'extremite

s'etendant au-dela dudit premier bord d'extremite

de ladite serviette hygienique (20) quand ladite ser-

viette hygienique (20) et ladite enveloppe (34) sont

disposees selon une configuration non pti£e, et

ladite poche (53) est placee sur les parties de ladite

18
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enveloppe liberable (34) s'etendant au-de& dudit

premier bord d'extremite (20d) de ladite serviette

hygienique (20).

Serviette hygienique (20) conditionnee individuelle- s

ment selon la revendication 1 comprenarrt, en

outre, un conditionnement dans lequel ladite ser-

viette hygienique (20) et ladite enveloppe liberable

(34) sont dans une configuration pliee ou roulee

autour d'au moins un axe transversal, et ladite ser- 10

viette hygienique (20) et ladite enveloppe(34) pliees

ou roulees sont placees dans ledit conditionnement

(100), ledit conditionnement (100) comprenarrt un

corps de conditionnement (102), et un rabat de

conditionnement (1 04) qui est fix6 de maniere libe- is

rable audit corps de conditionnement (102), ou

ladite serviette hygienique (20) et ledit conditionne-

ment (100) delinissent une serviette hygienique

(20) conditionnee, et ladite lingette nettoyante (80)

est fournie dans un conditionnement separe asso- 20

cie & ladite serviette hygienique (20) conditionnee.

Serviette hygienique (20) conditionnee indivkluelle-

ment selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ladite

lingette nettoyante (80) est dans un conditionne- 2s

ment ou poche selon une des relations suivantes

avec ladite enveloppe liberable : (a) selon une

association permanente avec ladite enveloppe libe-

rable (34) ; (b) selon une association amovible avec

ladite enveloppe liberable (34) ; ou (c) selon un con- 30

ditionnement separe (100) associe & ladite enve-

loppe liberable (34).
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Fig. 4
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Fig. 13
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